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One on One with Yul Kwon
By Jean Hee Park, Advocate Staff Writer
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AABANY is honored to have Yul Kwon emcee its 19th Annual Membership
Banquet on Thursday, February 7, 2008. Will Wang and I had the
Application
opportunity to chat with Yul to find out what he’s been up to
since he won the 13th season of Survivor: Cook Islands in 2006.

12

JP:
Yul, thanks for agreeing to speak to us prior to AABANY’s Annual Banquet. Many
Asian Americans recognize you for winning Survivor: Cook Islands in December 2006, but
most would not know that you attended law school, practiced law at several law firms, clerked
for the Second Circuit Court of Appeals, and worked as a Congressional aide to Senator Joseph Lieberman, helping to draft portions of the Homeland Security Act, author a landmark bill
on nanotechnology, and organize a bipartisan caucus on science and technology. In addition,
you have worked for McKinsey and Google on the business side. You clearly have a diverse
background, but here’s a very basic question; why did you decide to attend law school?
YK:
During my sophomore year of college, my best friend from childhood and roommate at Stanford, Evan Chen, was diagnosed with leukemia and his only chance at survival was
to have a bone marrow transplant. I remember how difficult it was at the time to galvanize the
community -- to get people in our community to pay attention and take the time to register as
potential bone marrow donors. Ultimately, we didn't find a match for him in time and he
passed away. This experience made me think about more important issues in life. I wanted to
do something that had a broader impact on the community. I thought that as an attorney I
(Continued on page 6)
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President’s Message
Dear AABANY Members,
On the Lunar calendar, a New Year beckons. 2008 is the Year of
the Rat (4705-4706), and according to the Chinese Zodiac, it is the first of
the twelve signs and signals the beginning of a new twelve-year cycle, not
just the start of a new year. On such an auspicious occasion, we may do
well to look ahead not just to the upcoming year but perhaps the next decade and beyond. The plans that we make now and the actions that we take
may well have reverberations and effects down the road for the weeks,
months and years that lay ahead.
For the year before us, let us consider not only what role AABANY will have in our own lives but what impact each one of us can have
on AABANY. Yes, AABANY has long been a source for professional and
social networking opportunities, for professional development, growth, and
for advancement of social and legal causes that are important to the entire
Photo Courtesy of Constantine Cannon
Asian American community. Yet, for AABANY to continue to have such a
role in each of our lives, the vitality of our membership is crucial. Each one of
us must become an active part of AABANY, to help it grow and expand, to help it become stronger and more vibrant, to help it achieve its mission and purpose as an advocate for Asian American lawyers and the Asian American
community.

AABANY OFFICERS
President
Vincent T. Chang
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President–Elect
Yang Chen
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Treasurer
James P. Chou
Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
Recording Secretary
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Membership Secretary
Francis H. Chin
Brooklyn Law School
Immediate Past President
Lai Sun Yee
Assistant Secretary of Homeland Security
State of New York

AABANY DIRECTORS
John P. Bajit
Supreme Court of the
State of New York

If you are already a member of AABANY, we thank you for joining or for renewing your membership. We
hope that you will find a committee -- be it Litigation, Judicial Affairs, Corporate Counsel, Young Lawyers, Student
Outreach or one of our many other committees -- that you wish to participate in. Feel free to join more than one.
Once you join, be active in the committee. Attend its programs and meetings. Help organize some programs. In the
process, you will be sure to meet some great new people, learn some new skills, and gain new knowledge. Or if you
determine that a new committee should be started to address a need or interest that AABANY does not currently
meet, let us know; perhaps you may even help charter a new committee. This bar association is what our members
make it, if you become actively involved, you can help shape and mold our future and the course of our association.

Christopher W. Chan
Law Offices of Christopher W. Chan

If you are not yet a member, I strongly encourage you to get involved. Find out what AABANY is all about
and what we do. Attend a CLE program sponsored by AABANY or attend any number of events sponsored by AABANY or one of its many committees. Take part in events that AABANY co-sponsors with other bar groups or
minority bar associations. AABANY is very active, and throughout the year, you will have many opportunities to get
to know us and our members.

Judy H. Kim
Snitow Kanfer Holtzer & Millus LLP

Once you join, we hope that you renew your membership year after year. It is now easier than ever
through our website, and you can update your information on-line and even pay your membership dues on-line. You
can stay current on our events and activities through our calendar on the website. You can also enjoy discounts on
entertainment, theater tickets and shopping through the Working Advantage Discount Program on the website.
Your membership in AABANY should serve you well throughout your legal career, and we sincerely hope
that once you join, the benefits of membership will keep you coming back well beyond this year. Whether you are a
long-time member or just joining for the first time, we hope that your participation in AABANY becomes a longlasting, perhaps even a lifetime, endeavor.
I look forward to working with you all, the members of AABANY, to continue the great work of this association, this year and in the
years to come.
With best wishes for Good Fortune, Prosperity, Health and
Peace in the New Year!
Yang Chen
President
P.S. For a detailed look on all that AABANY accomplished in the past
year, please see Vince Chang’s President’s Message from the Fall Issue of
AABANY ADVOCATE.
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The AABANY newsletter endeavors to share in a non-partisan fashion information of concern to the Asian American legal community of New York. The officers and
directors of AABANY do not necessarily share or endorse any particular view expressed in articles published in this newsletter. Statements published herein are
those of persons concerned about the Asian American legal community and willing to share their concerns with their colleagues. Proposed articles or letters to the
editor should be sent to AABANY Newsletter, Asian American Bar Association, Grand Central Station, P.O. Box 3656, New York, NY 10163-3656 or e-mail:
aabany.secretary@gmail.com; submissions may be excluded or edited by virtue of space or other reasons. Private individuals may publish notices and advertisements,
which the editors feel are of interest to members on a space available basis at the following rates: 3.75” x 1” - $25.00; 3.75” x 1” - $40.00; 3.75” x 4.5” (quarter page)
- $70.00; half page - $120.00; full page - $220.00. For advertising information call William Wang at 212-336-2204 or e-mail wwang@pbwt.com.
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Why Race Matters?

Judge Chin Drives for
Diverse Bench at
Judicial Friends Dinner

* The following is a version of the remarks
given by Judge Denny Chin on December 6,
2007 after he received a lifetime achievement
award from the Judicial Friends.

By Will Wang, Advocate Co-Editor-in-Chief
Judge Chin is to us what Tiger
Woods is to golf. The success story of Judge
Denny Chin and his substantial contributions to
the legal community (both APA and in general)
parallels the success story of Tiger Woods.
The two are very similar: impeccably skilled at
their craft, successful at an early age, highly
accomplished yet only getting started, and both
are pioneers who broke barriers as well as
genuine role models to the community.
At the December 6, 2007, 26th annual Judicial Friends Dinner, Judge Chin was
Photo By Francis Chin
honored with a Lifetime Achievement Award in
recognition of his stellar work on the bench and
in the community (See “Why Race Matters?”
Judge Chin delivers his speech wearing a “Tiger Woods” red bowtie.
Judge Chin’s remarks from the Judicial Friends
dinner, reprinted on alongside this article).
tion of the “electric slide.” The crowd disJoining Judge Chin as honorees for the evening
proved any notion that those in black robes
were recently appointed Associate Judge Theocannot “boogie down” with the best of them.
dore T. Jones of the New York State Court of
Appeals and the Cervantes Society. AABANY’s While guests enjoyed a delightful and entertaining evening,
presence at
the dinner
Judge Chin spoke about the continuing need the words of
Judge Chin
was more
for a broad mix of judges on the bench to
resounded
than noticetrue and
able, proudly reflect the rich diversity of our society.
were most
sponsoring
enduring. But of course, for Judge Chin, that’s
three tables for the special occasion.
just par for the course.
Distinguished dinner guests included
Chief Judge Judith Kaye of the New York State
Court of Appeals, Judge Jonathan Lippman,
Presiding Justice, Appellate Division, First Department, and Judge Ann Pfau, Chief Administrative Judge of the New York State Court
System. The Judicial Friends Dinner marks an
annual event where state and federal judges of
color gather for a wonderful holiday celebration. The tradition continues and is stronger
than ever.
Justice Doris Ling-Cohan, of the New
York State Supreme Court, graciously introduced Judge Chin. Judge Chin spoke about the
continuing need for a broad mix of judges on
the bench to reflect the rich diversity of our
society. He commended the Judicial Friends as
a vital organization to the promotion of a diverse bench and acknowledged the tremendous
role the African American community played in
opening doors for other minorities and paving
the way for racial equality in our profession.
Associate Judge Ted Jones picked up right
where Judge Chin left off, commending former
Associate Judge George Bundy Smith for serving
as a mentor to him and urging attendees to “put
in your [judicial] applications.”
A pleasant dinner was followed by
judges, attorneys, and other attendees joining
on the dance floor for a fabulous group rendi-
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This is such a great honor for me
tonight, for at least three reasons.
First, I am being recognized together with Judge Theodore Jones and the
Cervantes Society. Judge Jones was a terrific
trial judge and we know that he will be a terrific appellate judge -- in part because he won't
forget what it was like being in the trenches.
The Cervantes Society has done great work to
promote diversity and fellowship in the New
York state court system. And so it is wonderful to share the stage tonight with both of
them.
Second, this is a great honor because I am being recognized by Judicial Friends.
Not only is it particularly meaningful to be
acknowledged by my peers on the bench, I
know that I and other Asian Americans owe a
great deal to the African-American community
-- including the likes of Judges River, Toney,
and Watson. I came to this country with my
parents from Hong Kong in 1956. My parents
spoke virtually no English, we had very little
money, and we faced many barriers. I know
that I would not be here tonight, that I would
not have gotten to this point in my life, without the efforts of many courageous AfricanAmericans, who opened doors and paved the
way for me, my parents, and others by fighting
inequality and injustice.
(Continued on page 4)
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At the Judicial Friends Dinner : Bottom Row (L-R): Hon. Doris Ling-Cohan. Hon. Marilyn Go, Hon. Randall Eng, Hon. Dorothy ChinBrandt, Middle Row (L-R): Chanwoo Lee, Lai Sun Yee, Hon. Toko Serita, Hon. Dora L. Irizarry, Chris Chan, Top: Stephen Shapiro.
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The Odorous Voting Booth:
Thoughts on the American
Electorate and Their Candidates
By Albert Wan, Advocate Staff Writer
Lately, with the election season in full-swing, I’ve taken a certain
interest in those individuals you see screaming and hollering that form the
backdrop to the oft-televised campaign stops. In particular, what is it that
would possess such an individual who I assume is of sound mind and average intelligence to display in quite public fashion such fervor?
One obvious explanation is the “sporting event phenomenon,”
i.e., one is more inclined toward such behavior when everyone else around
you is acting the same way. But that brings up a related point: in all their
zest, do these cheering supporters share the same beliefs and possess the
same knowledge about “their” candidate? Put another way, does the
Hillary Clinton supporter know everything about his or her candidate and
feel as strongly as Mrs. Clinton does about, perhaps, the health care system, as the next person wearing a “Hillary for 2008” button?
For example, Hilary Clinton’s steadfast loyalty to her husband,
Bill Clinton despite his philandering ways has been widely reported. What
if a cheering supporter had perhaps forgotten this fact, or, in a more
unlikely circumstance, been unaware of it, but in principle was an ardent
feminist and supporter of women’s rights. One can then argue that this
individual should not be supporting Mrs. Clinton with such zeal, if at all;
and, extending that theory a bit further, nor should any other person who
operated with a similar conflict of fact and belief. After all, in an ideal form
of democracy one should be able to vote for the candidate that best represents one’s beliefs – a goal that, of course, is not realized in the rather
common scenario I described above.
This problem is not difficult to solve, however. We can simply
have each candidate running for office write an autobiography, or, in the
likely and unfortunate event that this doesn’t result in an accurate historical
survey of the candidate, have him or her submit to an extensive background check – a function that is already performed albeit in limited and
crude fashion by the press.
The thornier problem that we as aspirants for a more ideal democracy must contend with is the slippery candidate. As an example, consider Barack Obama’s candidacy. One of the primary themes of Mr.
Obama’s campaign is “change”; that he, as a Washington outsider or perhaps an individual of unique background and judgment, is the ideal candidate to, as he describes it, revamp the dysfunctional old ways of Washington D.C. It should be asked, however, whether Mr. Obama can even
(Continued on page 9)

Why Race Matters?

(Continued from page 3)

Third, it is also an honor for me to be recognized tonight because
I am fortunate to be here -- there are so few of us, so few Asian-American
judges. There are only six active Asian-American Article III federal judges in
the country. The other five are in California and Hawaii, and so outside the
Ninth Circuit there is only me. Since my appointment more than thirteen
years ago, no other Asian American has been appointed to any Article III
federal court anywhere outside California and Hawaii.
The situation may change soon. Down south, Amul Thapar has
been nominated for the Eastern District of Kentucky. If confirmed, he
would become the first Article III judge of South Asian descent in the history of this country.**
Closer to home, Senator Schumer has proposed to the White
House the appointment of Magistrate Judge Kiyo Matsumoto as a district
judge in the Eastern District of New York. If she is nominated and confirmed, she would become only the second Asian-American woman to be
appointed an Article III judge in the history of the United States.
Their addition would bring us to eight active Asian-American
federal judges -- still less than one percent of all active Article III judges.
The situation in the New York state court system is just as bleak. Only
approximately one percent of state court judges are Asian-American -- I
think they are all here tonight -- and we have only one Asian-American
appellate judge in the entire state, Justice Peter Tom in the First Department.*** This is so even though New York State has an Asian population of
more than 6%, and New York City has an Asian population of approximately 11%.
Why does it matter? If justice is blind, why does the race of the
judge matter?
Well, race does matter. In a perfect world, race would be irrelevant in the administration of justice, and someday we may get there. But we
will never get there if the bench is dominated by individuals of one background or persuasion.
A black plaintiff or a white defendant or an Asian-American litigant who appears before me, or before Judge Thapar or Judge Matsumoto, if
they are confirmed, or before Judge Jones up in Albany, should not believe
that we will rule any differently because of race or ethnicity or cultural
background. We won't.
But what we will do is bring our diverse backgrounds with us. A
broader mix of judges, a bench that more fairly reflects the rich diversity of
our society, will surely improve the overall quality of justice.
And moreover, all litigants, and the public, will take comfort in
the fact that our system is one that permits someone like me, the son of a
Chinese cook and grandson of a Chinese waiter, like Amul Thapar, the son
of immigrants from India, like Kiyo Matsumoto, the daughter of survivors of
the Japanese internment camps, and like Judge Jones, the son of an AfricanAmerican teacher and railroad worker from Brooklyn, to become judges -to become a part of the administration of justice. Thank you very much.
** Amul Thapar was confirmed by the United States Senate on December
13, 2007 and sworn in as a U.S. District Judge for the Eastern District of
Kentucky on January 7, 2008.
*** Governor Spitzer has since appointed Randall Eng to the Appellate Division, Second Department.
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NAPABA NATIONAL CONVENTION

New York City Law School Teams Compete in
National Thomas Tang Competition Final Rounds
By Judy H. Kim, Guest Writer

The 2007 Thomas Tang National Moot
Court Competition took place at the National
Asian Pacific American Bar Association
(NAPABA)'s annual convention in Las Vegas, Nevada on November 16-17, 2007. The competition
is named after the late Judge Thomas Tang of the
United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit, who served on the bench from 1977 to
1995, and was one of the first Asian Americans to
be appointed a federal judge.
The moot court problem was drafted by
a sub-committee of the AABANY Litigation Committee, chaired by Theodore K. Cheng and Judy H.
Kim, and included committee members, Maria Y.
Park, Francis Chin, Linda Lin, and Melissa Lee. The
problem involved an employee's hostile work
environment claim under Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and a cruel and unusual punishment claim under the Eighth Amendment. In appreciation of these efforts, AABANY received a
$2,500 honorarium from NAPABA. AABANY
thanks the NAPABA Law Foundation for its generPhoto By Francis Chin
osity.
In addition, members of the AABANY
Brooklyn Law School’s Alexa Loo and Stacey Song finished as semifinalists in the National Competition.
Litigation Committee and Student Outreach Committee mooted the New York area teams who
competed in the Northeast Regional Round and teams that went on to the Final Rounds and served as as judges at the Northeast Regional and Final
Rounds. More than sixty (60) teams competed in the six regional competitions throughout the country. Seven (7) of the nineteen (19) teams competing in the Northeast Regional Round held in Washington, DC, were from New York: three teams from Fordham, one team from CUNY, two teams
from Syracuse, and one team from Brooklyn Law School. The Brooklyn Law School team consisting of Stacey Song and Alexa Loo took First Place at
the Northeast Regional Round, with Mike Paek and Paul Kim from Fordham Law School placing second. Both teams advanced to the Final Round in
Las Vegas. The final two teams argued before The Honorable Denny Chin of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York, Judge
Amul Thapar of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Kentucky, and Associate Judge Brian Kim of the District Court of Maryland, Montgomery County.
The Winners of the Final Round
were as follows:
Champion - Huda Krad and Caroline Kwak
(Loyola University - Chicago)
Finalist - Simone Pang and Kathy Dong
(University of California - Hastings)
Semi-Finalist - Gautham Kaveti and Karl Muth
(John Marshall Law School - Chicago)
Semi-Finalist - Stacey Song and Alexa
Loo (Brooklyn Law School)
Best Brief - Justin Lau and Teri Nguyen
(University of California - Hastings)
2nd Brief - Stacey Song and Alexa Loo
(Brooklyn Law School)
3rd Brief - Gautham Kaveti and Karl Muth
(John Marshall Law School - Chicago)
Best Oralist - Huda Krad (Loyola University Chicago)
2nd Oralist - Simone Pang (University of Califomia - Hastings)
3rd Oralist - Caroline Kwak (Loyola University
- Chicago)
We extend a special congratulations
to the Brooklyn Law School team for their
achievements, as well as to the Fordham Law
school team for advancing to the Final Round.
Thanks to all those AABANY members who
volunteered to moot and those who contributed to writing the problem.
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AABANY members gather at the NAPABA Convention in Las Vegas, 11/07. Notice Vince Chang is holding a copy of the AABANY Advocate.
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ADVOCATE FEATURE
1 on 1 with Yul Kwon

(Continued from page 1)

would have the ability to engage the real
world, to fight for the rights of the underprivileged and to give a voice to
people who certainly haven't had one.
JP:
Following up on your comment about “galvanizing the community,” what do you perceive to be some obstacles to galvanizing the Asian
American community to become more politically active, whether it is by
devoting legal careers to public service, running for positions in government
or by simply getting out there and voting?

NEW MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
YK:
I think the Asian American community is very fragmented ethnically, geographically, professionally and along generational lines. This, along For Registration Instructions, visit www.aabany.org
with other factors, makes it difficult to get the community to coalesce
around particular issues and causes. Part of this can be attributed to our
under-representation in politics, the highest levels of corporate management Save on Entertainment, Theatre & Events, Shopping, Gifts, Advantage Points, and much more.
and business, in entertainment and in the media.
JP:
This leads us to a natural question, would you ever consider a Privacy Notification: this is an opt-in program. AABANY does not provide your personal information to Working Advantage or its merchants except to verify membercareer in politics?
ship. You will be given the opportunity to choose what information you wish to
provide when you create your Working Advantage account. Working Advantage

YK:
I’m a strong proponent of public service. I always thought I and its merchants are solely responsible for the fulfillment of the offers provided.
would be involved in politics, but envisioned it way down the line. But if the
right opportunity comes along, I would be interested.
JP:
Why do you feel that it is important for you, as an Asian American, to become more involved in politics?
YK:
I think it’s important not just for me, but for everyone to get
more active in politics, whether it’s from behind the scenes or by running.
Asian Americans have the lowest representation in Congress than any other

YK: “Also, as a community, we should be supporting those who are trying to cross over to the
mainstream because fundamentally that's where
we're going to see the most change. But the people who achieve mainstream success have an obligation to give back to the community and use
their position to open doors for the people behind them.”
major ethnic group in the country. Without greater political representation, we’ll continue to be relegated to the role of the silent minority, even
on issues like immigration reform that have a profound impact on us. As a
Korean American, I think there’s a particular need to encourage political
candidates. There are no Korean Americans in Congress, which means that
our community has no voice in national affairs and has no one with the
stature to speak on its behalf. For example, in the aftermath of the Virginia
Tech tragedy, we saw a lot of different coalitions and heard a lot of different
voices trying to shed light on the tragedy that occurred.
JP:
Why do you think there is a lack of Asian American involvement
in the public sector and in politics?

Yul Kwon Bio
Yul Kwon won the hit CBS reality show, Survivor: Cook
Islands, during 2006’s controversial, racially-segregated season. On
his way to victory, Kwon skillfully led a multi-ethnic team, earned a
reputation as one of the show's most strategic and honest players,
and smashed stereotypes about Asian American men in the media.
Kwon’s recent activities include working as a special correspondent on CNN, lecturing at the FBI Academy, and speaking at
many of the country’s top corporations and universities. He has
been active in a number of charitable efforts, including organizing a
nationwide campaign to increase the number of minority bone marrow donors – a cause he began championing when his best friend
died from leukemia in college.
Kwon obtained his B.S. degree in Symbolic Systems from
Stanford University, where he graduated Phi Beta Kappa and received the James Lyons Award for Service. He went on to Yale Law
School and served on the editorial board of the Yale Law Journal.
Following graduation, Kwon enjoyed a diverse career straddling both
the private and public sectors in law, politics, business, and technology. As an attorney, he clerked on the 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals
and practiced a mix of litigation, appellate, transactional and regulatory work at several law firms. As a legislative aide to Senator Joseph Lieberman, he helped draft portions of the Homeland Security
Act, authored a landmark bill on nanotechnology, and organized a
bipartisan caucus on science and technology. Several years ago,
Kwon transitioned into the business sector, first joining McKinsey as
a management consultant and then crossing over to Google's business strategy group.

YK:
When I clerked in the Second Circuit and worked in the Senate, I
noticed that there weren’t a lot of Asian Americans. There’s a huge disparity because you see a strong Asian American representation in law schools
and in corporate America. I think part of it starts with the family. My parents grew up in Korea in a culture where politics tended to be very corrupt
Kwon was recently named in People Magazine's Sexiest
and they didn’t encourage me to become involved in government for those
Man
Alive
and Hottest Bachelor's issues, EXTRA TV’s list of Most
reasons. Rather, they encouraged me to follow more conservative career
paths. Many kids are influenced by what their parents do and by what they Eligible Bachelors, and VIBE Magazine's annual "Juice" issue of people
see in their communities. Maybe the mind-set will change if they see more with power.
Asian American role models in their communities.

— Courtesy of Yul Kwon and Janille De Guzman

(Continued on page 10)
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@ A Glance: Several of AABANY’s 2007 Committee Activities
AABANY Women's Committee Summary of 2007 Activities
Submitted by Yvette Y. Chang, Conlyn Chan and Anne Behk
Tues. 1/23/07:

Committee meeting at Yoon Suh & Kim and group dinner at Royalton

Mon. 2/26/07:

Co-chair meeting at Mantra

Wed, 3/28/07:
Thurs. 4/26/07:

Committee group dinner at Peking Park
"Enchanting Tropical Soiree and Networking Event with Ambassador Andrew
Hsia" at Taiwan Consulate (TECO headquarters)

Thurs. 5/24/07:

Committee group dinner in Chinatown, celebrating WC members: Lai-Sun Yee
and Lynnette Sarno

Tues. 6/19/07:

Joint Networking Event with YLC at Max Brenner Chocolate for the Bald Man

Tues. 8/7/07:

Beauty & Finance event at Saks with Kathryn O'Hagan

Wed. 8/22/07:

3rd Golf & Networking Mix at Chelsea Piers & Brewery

Wed. 9/19/07:

CLE seminar, "Women's Leadership Forum" at Seyfarth Shaw

Thurs. 10/4/07:

Joint event with YLC at Theory boutique (fundraiser)

AABANY Young Lawyers' Committee Summary of 2007 Activities
Submitted by Linda Lin and Jeannie Park
2/22/2007:
Gansevoort

YLC held its 2nd Theory event which took place for the first time at Theory

6/23/2007:
7/25/2007:

YLC and the Litigation Committee co-sponsored a picnic in Central Park
YLC held its first Financial Planning Workshop with speakers from Merrill Lynch,
AXA Advisors, Smith Barney, and Eagle & Selden
YLC and the Women's Committee co-sponsored a 3rd Theory event which took
place at Theory Gansevoort. Theory donated 10% of the proceeds to the AA
BANY-AALFNY Judicial Internship.

10/4/2007:

AABANY Student Outreach Committee Summary of 2007 Activities
Submitted by Judy Kim
February

Three Federal Court proceedings set up for Law Students to observe. SOC
Meeting

March
Panel

Mock Interview and Resume Workshop, Asian Americans in Corporate Law
@ Cardozo Law School

June

Summer Social Event @ Slate

July

SOC Meeting

AABANY Corporate Counsel Committee Summary of 2007 Activities
Submitted by Yvette Y. Chang
Thurs. 1/31/07:

Committee Holiday Dinner at Vento Restaurant

Tues. 3/27/07:

Committee meeting at McDermott Emery

Thurs. 5/31/07:

CLE Seminar "Resolving Employment Disputes Through Arbitration" at
Constantine Cannon

Thurs. 6/28/07:

CLE Seminar "General Counsel Roundtable" at Akin Gump
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AABANY Professional Development
Committee Summary of 2007 Activities
Submitted by James Don
2007 was banner year for AABANY in the
area of Continuing Legal Education (CLE).
AABANY offered its members a total of
twenty-one programs and 53.5 credits (see
list below). This is the most AABANY has
offered in any single year during its history. All
events were free of charge to our members
and topics ranged from Drafting Pleadings to
Attorney Disciplinary proceedings to promoting leadership among our members. The
"Ethics Today" program was the most popular
program this year, attracting one hundred and
six attendees. The Litigation Committee was
particularly active this year by sponsoring five
of AABANY's twenty-one courses. The Corporation Counsel Committee, Issues Committee, and Women's Committee also sponsored
excellent programs this year. Currently this
Committee is awaiting the New York State
CLE Board's decision to renew our status as
an Accredited Provider of CLE. This Committee is also in the process of filing AABANY's
annual Accredited Provider report to the NYS
CLE Board and invites all members to propose topics for 2008's CLE programs. All
relevant correspondence may be e-mailed to
PDC Co-Chairpersons Maria Park
(parkm@brooklynda.org) and James Don
(don.james@att.net).
2/7/07: Fiduciary Accountings
2/7/07: Pre Trial Skills (EBTs)
2/16/07: Pre Trial Skills (Pleadings)
4/12/07: Data Management as a Compliance
Obligation
4/12/07: Electronic Discovery
4/19/07: Ethics for the Trusts and Estates
Lawyer
5/3/07: Assertive and Civil Courtroom Presentation
5/10/07: Role of an Attorney on a Non-Profit
Board
5/17/07: Summary Jury Trials
5/15/07 and 5/21/07: Small Claims Arbitrator
Training
5/31/07: Resolving Employment Disputes
Through Arbitration
6/4/07: Protecting Your Practice
6/19/07: Letters of Credit
6/28/07: General Counsel Roundtable
9/19/07: Women’s Leadership Forum
9/27/07: Nuts and Bolts of Representing Employees of NY
10/4/07-11/15/07: Elder Law and Article 81
Guardianship by PDC
10/10/07 and 10/17/07: Alternative Dispute
Resolution
10/16/07: Cross Examination
11/5/07: NYS Legislative Process and Procedures
11/27/07 and 12/3/07: Ethics Today
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Serita, Vincent Chang, Justice Doris Ling Cohan, Chris Chan and others
drafted a mission statement. The committee continues to provide inforsented or supported the plaintiffs and two attorneys who represented the
mation and resources to those seeking a position on the bench. For the
New York State Board of Elections. A group of AABANY members lispast two years the committee has evolved and propelled AABANY to
tened intently and questioned the merits of each side of the argument.
become a significant force within the New York legal community.
AABANY, after substantial review and discussion, decided to support the
The path to judgeship in New York sometimes resembles the
defendants.
labyrinth found on the floor of the great medieval cathedral located in
AABANY filed an amicus brief in May 2006 in the Second CirChartes, France. As a brief overview, the New York Judicial system concuit Court of Appeals urging reversal of the Dissists of a “unified” court system, split into two
trict Court opinion. Although not directly addressmajor categories: the state-wide courts, which are
ing the constitutionality of the election laws, AAspecifically provided for in the New York ConstiBANY opined that the proposed temporary remtution, and localized courts established by the
edy of an open primary system would unfairly and
New York Legislature. The former category is
negatively impact Asian American judicial candimade up of the Court of Appeals, the Supreme
dates. AABANY’s position was that this proposed
Court, including the Appellate Division, and the
temporary solution would unfairly favor financially
Appellate Term, the Court of Claims, the County
well-positioned candidates to the detriment of
Court, and the Family Court. (N.Y. CONST. art.
Asian American candidates, who may not have the
VI, § 1(a)). The latter category includes the New
financial wherewithal or capability of raising as
York City Civil and Criminal Courts, and the
much money. The disadvantage to minority candiDistrict, Town, City, and Village courts. New
dates would result in a less diverse bench and an
York State is divided into twelve judicial districts.
erosion of public confidence in the judiciary. FurThere are two ways to become a judge in New
thermore, a primary within vast judicial districts
York. They can be elected, appointed, and some
would negatively impact minority candidates, inmay be appointed on an interim basis to an othercluding Asian Americans, because of racially polarwise elected position. New Yorkers elect the
ized voting trends. AABANY also argued that the district court imposed a
judges and justices of the Supreme Court, County Court, Civil Court,
drastic remedy based on an undeveloped and inadequate record with
Surrogate’s Court, Family Court (outside New York City), City Court,
respect to the effect a primary system would have on minority judicial
and District Courts (Nassau and Suffolk Counties). In New York, apart
candidates. AABANY’s amicus brief filed with the interest of minority
from temporary appointments to fill vacancies, judges are also appointed
judicial candidates at heart, was unprecedented in its young bar associato the following courts: the Court of Appeals, the Appellate Division, the
tion history. Vincent Chang, Yang Chen, Chris Chan and Steven Shapiro
Appellate Term, the Court of Claims, Acting Justices of the Supreme
contributed to the drafting of the brief.
Court, the New York City Criminal Court, Interim Appointments to the
In August 2006, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals unaniNew York City Civil Court, and the New York City Family Court. (N.Y.
mously affirmed the district court. Many prominent bar associations and
CONST. art. VI, § 2 and § 3.) For those AABANY members who wish
attorneys agreed that the convention system was unconstitutional and
further clarification, the Judicial Affairs Committee is ready to help.
discussed a potential replacement system. Most advocated for an appointDuring the past few years, there has been an increase in the
ive system, however, many proposals failed to account for the need for
number of Asian American judges. The early grassroots efforts of the
minority candidates to be seriously considered for judgeships. Minority
Judicial Affairs Committee helped to build up momentum to support
bar associations needed to be part of the various screening panels who
Asian American candidates. The committee was active in early campaigns
had the power to review, recommend and ultimately to approve the canfor Asian American judges and promoted Asian voter turnout. Chris
didacy of judicial applicants. Diversity on the bench was threatened.
Chan, one of the original co-chairs of the committee actually drove votFrom November 2006 through February 2007, several AAers to the polling sites and served on judicial screening panels. As Mr.
BANY leaders, including Yang Chen, Lai Sun Yee, Vincent Chang, Justice
Chan stated “it is always to the Asian advantage to have the visibility of
Randall Eng, and Justice Doris Ling-Cohan all publicly spoke or testified
participation…if there is no Asian face on committees then people will
before the State Assembly regarding AABANY’s position and objection to
not pay attention to Asian candidates.” This sense of service has been
the open primary system. AABANY filed an amicus brief urging the United
continued through the years with committee members serving on judicial
States Supreme Court to grant certiorari. Upon the grant of certiorari,
panels for Civil and Supreme Court in New York and Kings Counties, on
AABANY filed another amicus brief with the United States Supreme
the Magistrate panel for the Eastern District of New York, the City Bar
Court, urging reversal of the Second Circuit Court of Appeals. There
panel and the housing Court advisory panel to name just a few. Because
were eleven amicus briefs filed supporting the Lopez Torres position and
of this concerted participation, AABANY can rely upon a residue of
AABANY’s amicus brief was among only three filed urging reversal of the
knowledge from many sources that reveals the solution to the labyrinth.
Second Circuit Court of Appeals. AAIndeed for several years AABANY assemBANY’s leaders were prominently featured On January 16, 2008, the United States Subled its own judicial screening panel with
in news media, both print and television, and preme Court unanimously reversed the deciAABANY members who were litigators
our bar association position was heard loud
and interviewed judicial candidates coming
and clear. On January 16, 2008, the United sion of the Second Circuit Court of Appeals.
from all boroughs and levels of judgeship.
States Supreme Court unanimously reversed
Due to the positive efforts of the
the decision of the Second Circuit Court of Appeals and found that there
Judicial Affairs Committee, today the number of Asian-American judges
were no constitutional violations. The injunction was lifted and the conhas increased. This effort will continue. The future goal of the Judicial
vention system was restored. The AABANY-supported position prevailed.
Affairs Committee is to continue to attract more highly qualified candiWith hard work and persistence, AABANY’s position on this issue bedates to the bench. Another is to plant seeds with law school students
came a relevant opinion that demanded attention and a right to be heard.
and continue with their development as young attorneys so they will see
Copies of the three briefs, statements made before the various
how the judicial selection process works and to encourage their particiSenate and Assembly Committees, and other related material are archived
pation in the judicial elections. Also, as exemplified in the monumental
on AABANY’s website for our members’ review.
Lopez Torrez case, AABANY has the proven ability and talent to analyze,
advocate and persuade on behalf of Asian American attorneys. In the
The Judicial Affairs Committee
future, the Judicial Affairs Committees hopes to see a sizable number of
Asians on the bench to reflect the population in New York City and
The Judicial Affairs Committee of the Asian American Bar Asthroughout the state.
sociation of New York started as a committee to help Asian American

State of Affairs

(Continued from page 1)

lawyers who wanted to become judges. Steven DeCastro, Judge Toko
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ADVOCATE BRIEFS

Upcoming Events
AABANY Annual Banquet
February 7, 2008, 6-10 p.m. @ New York Marriot Marquis Time Square
535 Broadway, New York, NY
For more information visit http://www.aabany.org

AABANY’s COMMITTEES
Much of AABANY’s work is done through AABANY’s Committees
To Join contact committee chairs below.
Community Practice
Focuses on issues and opportunities for lawyers with community practices,
including solo practitioners and attorneys in small firms.
Co-Chairs: Randy Chang and Jack Chung
Corporate Counsel
Focuses on the concerns of in-house counsels.
Co-Chairs: Yvette Chang and Maricar Tinio
Finance and Audit
Focuses on AABANY’s finance concerns.
Co-Chairs: James Chou and Steve Shapiro
Government & Public Sector
Focuses on the concerns of government attorneys and other lawyers in the
public sector. Co-Chairs: Grace Meng and Sandra Ung
Issues
Reviews legal issues and organizes discussions on contemporary topics such
as immigration, civil liberties, the war on terrorism, anti-Asian violence, bias
crimes, voting rights, redistricting, and wrongful convictions.
Co-Chairs: Rex Chen and Joy Kanwar
Judicial Affairs
Seeks to increase the number of APA judges and lobbies for the appointment of Asian Americans to the various judicial screening panels. It has
formulated guidelines for the screening of judicial candidates and assists
members interested in becoming judges.
Co-Chairs: Christopher Chan and Lai Sun Yee
Litigation
For attorneys and law students who are interested in litigation, the committee provides a forum and resources for networking and learning, and sponsors events that are of interest to its members.
Co-Chairs: Reiko Cyr, Katherine Hung, and Tristan Loanzan
Membership
Focuses on concerns of the membership.

The Odorous Voting Booth

(Continued from page 4)

come close to delivering on this promise when one considers that almost
all of Mr. Obama’s advisers have been or are currently tied to Washington
politics in some way, shape, or form. Certainly the members of his cheering section at the campaign stop, who, as we have established for present
purposes are of average intellect, should be asking themselves this question, and, more importantly, asking it of Mr. Obama.
The point here is not to pick on one candidate to the exclusion
of others. Everything I have said above surely applies to the other candidates running for president, Republican, and Democrat. Of critical importance, however, is figuring out why those who support so-and-so for president seem to gloss over such critical facts when they clearly signal an inability to fulfill one’s campaign promises. (I say “gloss over” because those
who support a candidate without informing him or herself of basic facts
have only themselves to blame.)
A likely explanation may be that voters are limited in their
choice of candidates and therefore engage in the “lesser of two evils”
analysis which inevitably requires one to hold one’s nose when entering
the voting booth. The dearth of candidates who can actually deliver on
their campaign promises or at least have the capacity to do so can thus be
considered another symptom of our imperfect and perhaps thoroughly
cynical political system.
One solution then to our predicament is not only to demand
that candidates be fully transparent and honest with the electorate but to
encourage as many aspiring politicians as possible to run for office, and, as
an important corollary, to reduce as much as possible those barriers –
financial, bureaucratic, or political – that would otherwise prevent these
individuals from entering the political arena.
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Chair: Francis Chin

Pro Bono Project
Has developed a telephone hotline and pro bono referral program in which
volunteer law students and attorneys aid individuals and organizations.
Chair: Glenn Magpantay
Professional Development
Sponsors activities for the exchange of ideas and the development of professional opportunities and skills. It organizes low-cost accredited CLE seminars and sponsors special events on legal practice and networking opportunities. Chair: Maria Park
Student Outreach
Sponsors activities to assist law students in their professional development.
Co-Chairs: Judy Kim and Yasuhiro Saito
.

Women’s
Recognizing the unique experience and perspective that Asian/Pacific American (“APA”) women bring to the practice of law, the committee, through
panel discussions, networking events, and coalition building, provides a support network, and discusses issues about building a successful career in the
ever changing legal environment. It also addresses the special challenges —
both burdens and opportunities — that APA women attorneys face as double minorities. Co-Chairs: Anne Behk and Yvette Chang
Young Lawyers
Focuses on the concerns of lawyers admitted to practice five years or less,
but is open to all lawyers and law students. Activities include informal receptions and CLE courses of interest to attorneys newly admitted to the
New York bar. Co-Charis: Linda Lin and Jeannie Park
Asian American Law Fund of New York
AALFNY is a 501(c)3 not-for-profit organization that funds and sponsors a
Community Law Student Internship Program. It also funds pro bono programs of AABANY and other projects that are consistent with its guidelines.
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1 on 1 with Yul Kwon

(Continued from page 6)

JP:
Let’s switch gears for a moment, some of our members are fans
of Survivor, how did you decide to participate as a contestant on Survivor?
YK:
I was actually recruited to become a contestant on the show
because the producers had a novel idea of breaking up the initial tribes
along ethnic lines and they needed Asian American contestants.
JP:

Did you have any particular motivation to accept their offer?

YK:
I’ve always felt that we needed more people who could serve as
role models within our community and change stereotypes and misperceptions harbored by those outside our community. Even though reality
shows are pretty fluffy, it occurred to me that I could potentially have a
bigger impact on how Asian Americans are viewed in this country by
being on an island for two months than by spending a lifetime writing legal
briefs or making really awesome powerpoint slides. I was scared, honestly, about the negative consequences that being on a reality show could
have on my career and reputation. But people in our community don’t
often get opportunities like this, and I didn’t want to waste it.

invisible outsider. As I got older, I started to see more Asian Americans
who I could look up to as role models. In politics, leaders like Norman
Mineta and Mike Honda were very influential to me. They are both
strong advocates for the Asian American community while also being
seen as leaders within the larger mainstream. I hope that my appearance
on Survivor and in the media provides a positive example to the next
generation.
JP:
Is it fair to say that providing mentoring to the youth of our
community is an important issue to you?
YK:
I’m a huge proponent of mentoring. I think that the mentoring tradition is often lacking in the Asian American community. Many of
the mentors that I have had in my own life were often not Asian Americans. I’m not sure why people in our community don't often feel the
need to help others develop. I think it’s because many people in our
community subscribe to the mind-set that there's this finite pie and
we're competing against one another for a slice of this pie and that
there's only room inside for one or two Asian Americans. That mindset is narrow-minded and short-sighted. Instead of looking at one another as competition, we should be working together to enlarge the pie.
We should all be trying to create more opportunities for everyone.
Also, as a community, we should be supporting those who are trying to
cross over to the mainstream because fundamentally that's where we're
going to see the most change. But the people who achieve mainstream
success have an obligation to give back to the community and use their
position to open doors for the people behind them.
JP:

What’s next for you in 2008?

YK:
I’ve given up trying to figure out what I'll be doing year to year
from since I’ve been wrong every year for the past ten years. Whether I
pursue opportunities in media or in politics, I hope to use the platform
I’ve been given to do something that helps our community and makes a
positive difference. So I don’t know what the next year will hold for me,
but I’ll try my best to avoid making the same mistakes that other Survivor winners have made, like getting convicted for tax evasion or going
into porn.
JP:
There have been rumors that you’re thinking about running
for office. Is there any truth to this?

JP:
Why did you think Survivor would be a good medium for representing the Asian American community?
YK:
Survivor is an unscripted show, so you can act any way you
want to. You’re not restricted to following a script that stereotypes
Asian Americans. It was an opportunity to create a different role model,
one who is not portrayed as a foreigner, or someone who is English challenged, or someone who is a follower rather than a leader. You can be
the person that you are.
JP:
You’ve mentioned role models in several of your answers, did
you have any role models that were particularly influential in your development when you were growing up?
YK:
I’ve been asked that question at least a dozen times in interviews, and it used to really bother me that I’d draw blank. A few months
ago, though, I realized that most of my role models were based in fantasy.
As a kid, I read a lot of fantasy novels because I didn’t see a lot of Asian
Americans in the media and didn't find a lot of people I could relate to
and identify with. Instead, I found role models by resorting to books,
especially ones with stories where the protagonist was a kid who wasn't
anything special and who typically didn't fit into the dominant social order,
but because of some crisis or turn of events, the kid was forced to grow
and become something bigger than he or she was. This was a story I
always found personally compelling because I felt I could identify with the
10
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YK:
There will an open congressional seat in my district this year,
and a lot of people have been encouraging me to consider running for it.
I’ve always felt committed to public service and know that I want to go
back to it at some point in my life. And I feel strongly that we need
more people from our community who are willing to step up and take
risks, especially in politics. But as for whether this is the right time and
position for me, I’ll need to think through carefully.
JP:
Our Annual Banquet happens to be on Lunar New Year’s Day,
have you made any New Year’s resolutions for 2008?
YK:
I only really had one New Year’s resolution and so far I’m not
doing such a great job of keeping it. The past year, after I won Survivor,
my life became a bit crazy and I spread myself too thin. While I was able
to do a lot of things that I’m proud of, I also really felt disconnected
from my family and close friends. So my New Year’s resolution is to
spend more time with the people in my life that are really make it worth
living. That, and to grow six inches taller so that people aren’t so disappointed when they realize I’m a lot shorter than I look on TV.
JP:

Yul, thanks a lot for taking the time out to speak to us.

Well there you have it folks. Hopefully Yul’s efforts to mobilize the Asian American community will inspire more of us to do the
same. Come to the Annual Banquet on February 7th and meet Yul in
person!
*****
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ADVOCATE BRIEFS: PHOTO GALLERY

AABANY PHOTOS—
November/December

Photo By Francis Chin

AABANY President-elect Yang Chen has put on his dancing shoes.

Photo By Francis Chin

Photo By Francis Chin

AABANY member Theodore Cheng speaks at the NAPABA Convention.

AABANY members enjoy a meal at the Litigation Committee Annual Dinner.

Photo By Francis Chin

NAPABA President Andy Hahn speaks to guests at the annual KALAGNY Dinner.
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Photo By Francis Chin

Judge Doris Ling-Cohan Presents the Judicial Friends Lifetime Achievement Award to Judge Denny Chin.
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Asian American
Bar Association
of New York
NAME: [] Mr. [] Ms. [] Dr. [] Hon.
_________________________________
First
M.I.
Last
WORK ADDRESS
_________________________________
Firm/Company Name
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
City
State
Zip
_________________________________
Email
(
)___________ (
)___________
Phone
Fax
HOME ADDRESS
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
City
State
Zip
_________________________________
Email
(
)___________ (
)___________
Phone
Fax

NEW/RENEWAL MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 2007
Return this form to: AABANY, P.O. Box 3656, New York, NY 10163-3656 or fax to (718) 228-7206.
Make checks payable to Asian American Bar Association of New York. Join online securely at www.aabany.org

MEMBERSHIP TYPE
[] Already a member – update my info
[] I would like to join/renew my membership
with AABANY. I am enclosing my annual
dues of:
Active Members
Includes voting privileges and
membership with National Asian Pacific
American Bar Association
[] Private Sector $50
[] Public Sector $30
[] Patron $100
[] Life (>20 year member) $200 one time fee
Non-voting members
[] Student $5
[] Paralegal/non-lawyer $30
[] Retired from Law (>3 year member) Free
CONTACT PREFERENCES
Most business is done over the Internet.
Send email to:
[] Work [] Home [] Don’t send email
Send postal mail to: [] Work [] Home
AABANY is the New York affiliate of
NAPABA. Share info with NAPABA?
[] Yes [] No
Provide Contact info in directory?
[] Work and/or [] Home
[] Do not list

PROFILE Law School _______________________________
[] LL.B [] JD [] LL.M [] SJD/Ph.D
Graduation Year: _____________________________________
Practice
[] Firm: [] Solo [] 2-10 []11-20 [] more than 20 attorneys
[] In-House [] Non-profit/public interest [] Government
[] Judiciary [] Student [] Educator [] Other:_______________
Practice areas: ______________________________________
State Bars Admitted
[] NY [] NJ [] CT [] Pending [] Other:___________________
Year of first admission: ________________________________
Non-English Language Skills
1. _____________ [] read [] write [] speak
2. _____________ [] read [] write [] speak
3. _____________ [] read [] write [] speak
I would like to participate in
[] Community Practice [] Corporate Counsel
[] Gov/Public Sector [] Issues [] Judicial Affairs [] Litigation
[] Membership [] Pro Bono [] Professional Development
[] Student Outreach [] Women’s [] Young Lawyers
If paying by credit card, I agree to pay dues selected above
according to my cardmember’s agreement terms:
[] MASTERCARD [] VISA [] AMEX [] DISCOVER
#:_____________________________________ Exp___/_____
___________________________________________________
Signature

Asian American Bar Association of New York
P.O. Box 3656
New York, NY 10163-3656
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